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1. Generalities.
------------------------------
Lpt (S,,) be a semlgroup; an element aE 5 will be called regular if there

1S some xE S such that axa = a. S is called regular if each element of S

lS regular. Notice that if a = cxa, then for y = xax we have that

a = aya and y = yay.

ror every aES, denote V(a) =1 xE si a = axa, x::- xaxJ; hence S is reguiar

ifi V(a) ~ 0 for alI aE S. Furthermore, if a = axa, then clearly ax and

xa are idempotents; de note by ~ the set af alI idempotents in X for

any subset X af S.

Examples for reguiar semigroups are:

Idempotent scmigraups (bends); groups; unlons af groups (compietely

regular semigroups); inverse semigroups (i.e.JV(a) 1= 1 for all aE 5); (T x,o)

the semigrcup af all mappings cf the set X into itself wfth respeet ta

eomposition af funetians; (P ,o) the semigraup cf all partial mappings
x

af X intc itself; (LV ,o) the semigraup cf all linear mappings cf the
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vector space Vinto itself; (i'1n (F),;) the semigroup of alI (nxn)-matr1ces

aver the field F; direct products and homomorphic images of regular semi

groups, but not subsemigroups (the subsemigroup of alI natural numbers of

the additive group of al1 integers is not regular) ,hence the class of

alI regular semigroups does not form a variety.

Not only since appearance of the book of ~\.Petrich [22] on "Inverse

Semigroups", the theory of regular semigroups has attracted wide attention.

This lS particularly true far the study of congruences. They play a centraI

role 1n many of the structure theorems and various considerations of

semigroups in generaI. The efficient handling of the congruences lS a

basic prerequisite far their useful application. Far this reason, the

mast impartant facts concernlng congruences on regular semigroups are

eolleeted here, with particular emphasis on

- the crnstruction of generaI congruences, and

- the explieite form of special types of congruences.

An equivalenee relationpon a sem1group (S,.) is eal1ed a congruenee if

a O b (a, bES) implies that acpbe end caocb far alI cE S.

The set S/o of alI eongruence elasses ap (aE S) ofpforms a sem1group

with respect to the multiplieation

(a P) *(b pj = (ab)o

and is a homomorphic image of (S,.). Converse ly., every homomorphic image

of (S,.) is obtained by a c:ongruence on (5,.).
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With respect to the par~ial ordering

p:::; 1 iff ao b implies that. al b (a,bE S),

the set C(S) of alI congruences an (S,.) farms a complete lattice with

least element € , the identity relaticn, and greatest element ..JJ , the

universal relatian. It is easily seer: that if O,T EC(S) such that p $ T

then(S/ 1 , *! is a hamomorphic image of (S/ p, 1::).

In generaI, particular hamomorphic images af a glven semlgraup S

are of special interest; thus particular congruences on S have ta be

found. If'é' d.enotes any class af semigroups, then a cangruence p is called

a t' - congruence if the semigraup (5/ p ,:o;) belangs to the class e. Far

example, let tthe class or alI graups, semilattices, bands,resp.; then a

~ - congruence is called a graup congruence, semi lattice congruence, band

congruence, respectively. In particular)we will be interested in the

least or the greatest congruence far some given class L(with respect to

the partial arder.( above) :

B • • • • • • • the least band congruence

a • • • • • • • the least gravp congruence

1 • • • • • • • the least right-group congruence

~ • • • • • • • the least semilattice congruence

y ·. . , . . . the least lnverse congruence

v • • • • • • the least semi lattice af groups congruence

TI • • • • • • • the greatest idempotent-pure congruence (i. e. an e, <f S, BO ES ~ a:: ES)

~ • • • • • • • the greatest idempotent separating cangruence (i. e . e~f,e,fEEç e=f)
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Far details see section 3. below. Note th2~ far generaI semigroups

not alI of these congruences exist; but they da exist far any regular

semiorOUD (see Howie-Lallement [8 J).- .

If, far exarnple, l-le consider the Ieas~ group congruence on a sem1!Jroup

(S, .) - if exists l then v!e ha ve far e'Jery -: EC{S) satisfying T?'J that

(5/ 1 ,*) lS aga1n e group, a homomorphic image of the group (S/c ' *). Thus,

one can say that the least group congruence on S gives the greatest group

homomorphic image of 5.

A very useful result on congruences on regular semigroups is the

following

Lemma 1.1. (Lallement [9)) Let----_._--------------
(5, .) be a regular sem1group and D any

congruence on S. If 3 (J ESI(J is idempotent then there is some e E ES such

that ap = ep.

2, GeneraI congruences,
--------------------------------------------

Our first 31m will be the description of an arbitrary congruence on a

regular semigroup, Far this, let us consider first the spec1al case of

a group.

If G is a group then it is known that far every normal subgroup N of G,

the relation ~ on G defined by

is a cangruence on G, and conversely that for a ccngruence O on G the
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p-class containing the identity e or G is è normal subgroup N of G sue h

thatoN =0 . Furthermcre, alI cfo ean be reeonstrueted from any one of its

elasses, in partieular the class ep ~ N. Far semigroups, such a reconstruetian

of a eongruence l) [rom a single p-elass is not possible, in generaI. If

S is regular, \-le have at least the follal1ing result:

~~~~g~~=~= (Clifford-Prestcn [ 1]). Far a regular seffil.group S, any

congruenceo on S lS uniQuely determined by the p-elasses containing

idempatents.

Note that this result does not tel1 us how to reconstruct alI af the

congruence p from the set of alI idempotent p -classes. Various attempts

have been made to find an analog of the connection between congruences on groups

and norma l subgroups. Far inverse semigroups, G.B.Preston abstractly

characterised the set of alI idempotent classes of a eongruenee on S

end gave a construction of the congruenee associated with sueh a

kernel norma l system (see Clifford-Preston [1)). Meakin [14Jgeneralized

this result to regular semigroups:

Definition.---------------------- A set A=(A.liEI)of disjoint
l

subsets of a regular semigroup S

is called a kernel system on S if

in I(1)

(2)

A. n A. = ~ for aH i *j
l J

each A. contains an idempotent of Sand eaeh idempotent cf S belafhJ~·
l .

to some A
j
(j El) I

, . 1
(3) x A. YflA. T 0 implies that xA.yf=A. far x,yES ,i,jEI.

l J 1. J

The construction of the un1.Que eongruencep having every

idempatent p-class, is now the following:
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r~~2;~~=~=~. (Meakin [ 14J) Let (S,.) be a regular seffi1group <lnd A ={Ai Iif: Il

a kernel system on s. Then the un1Que congruence on S \."ith a11

as idempatent classes lS glven by

A (i<: I)
l

a o b-<r-+
·A

,
a EV(a),

,
bEV(b);

, ,
aa, baEA. ,

l

,
ba ,

,
bbEA

J
for some 1,jEI.

This result suffers - as in the inverse case - from the disadvantage

that the conditions imposed on a kernel system are very difficult to

utilize. Far inverse semigroupsanother approach proved very usefvl: it lS

possible to reconstruct any congruence p from the set-theoretical union

of alI the idempotent .o-classes (the kernel of p) taking into account

the partition on the set of alI idempotents induced by p (the tra ce of .o)j

see ~1.Petrich [23]. Following this idea, Pastijn-Petrich (19) introduced

the concept of congruence pair for a regular se~lgroup generalizing the

corresponding notion far inverse semigroups. The exact definitions are

the following:

g~f1.!:!t~!Q!:!. Let S be a regular semigroup; tren far any congruence p cn S
----------
consider the following two characteristic concepts:

1) t r p = p lEs is cal1ed the trace of P,

2) ker p = {aE'S1 ape far some e EESI is called the kernel of p .

Note that trp is the restriction oip to the subset ES af Sand thus

yields a certain partition of ES. Furthermore, kerp is the set-theoretical

union of alI idempotent p-classes.

It was shown by R.~eigenbaum [~Jthat every congrcience.o can be re-

constructed from its trace and kernel. We give this result 1n the formulation

of Pastijn-Petrich [18] which uses Green s relation 'J:. end 6{; recaI l that
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for a regular semigroup S, aX b iff Sa ::: Sb and a 0\ b iff eS = bS.

[19J .Any congruenceoon a regular semlgroup S

\\"ith ker p = K and tI' P'" 1 can be described in the follo'l'Iing I\"ay:

aD b .... a(;c'U-;:ZnO~:r.Rc,j()b, ab'EK far some (all)b'E V(b),

Note. It was proved by G. Gomes [5] that p can be obtained also ln the

fa11awlng way:

apb.f-taa'p bb'aa', b'bp b'ba'a, ab'E K far some (alI) a'E V(a), b'E V(b).

As it was observed above, te eveI'Y congruence p on S there can be

associated the pair (ker p ,tI' p). But the problem is to find conveI'sely

a11 congruences on S. In generaI, far a pair (K, T) with Kc Sand "'[

an equivelence on E
5

, there is net always a congruence p on 5 such that

K=keI'p and <::: tI'p. Thus, the palrs (kerp ,trfJ), p6 C(5), have to be

chaI'acteI'ized abstractly in arder to glve alI pairs (K,l) by means of

which a congruence an 5 can be defined.

Far inverse semlgraups 5 this attempt was successful ln the fallowing way

(Petrich [23] ): if K c S, T E C(E
S
)' then the pair (K,T ) is called a

congruence-palr if

1) K satishes: (i) ESCK; (ii) aE K_ a-lE K (iii) a-1KacK 'ia E S

-1
(where a denotes the unique element a'EV(a))

2) 1" satisfies: e 1" f, aE -1 -1S imply that a e a T a f a

3) ae E K,

4) -1 -1
aa T a a far alI a ES.



Then far any lnverse 5em:group $ and every congruence p on S the palr

(ker p,trp ) 15 a congruence pair, and conversely, for every congruence

pa1r (K,l ) the relat10n

-1
l b b,

is a congruenee on $ such that ker P(K,l) = K, tro(K,T )= l'

For regular semigroups S, Pastijn-Petrich [19J found an abstraet

characterization af tha5e pairs (K, 1) far which a congruence ~ on S can

be defined in an analogous way, The first trivial observatian is that K

has to be the kernel of some cangruence, which is equivalent ta say that

K = ker TI K' where n
K

15 defined on $ by

a nK b -(-7" xay EK lS equivalent xbyE K(x ,yE S1).

Also, T has to be the trace of some conoruence, which 1S equivalent to
"

the requirement that T = tr l* (where 1 * denotes the congruence on S

generated by the equivolence1" on ES): see PasLijn-Petrich [ 19 J ..

The key to the theory-similar to the inverse case-is the following concept.

~~~~g~~~~g. (Pastijn-Petrich [ 19J). Let S be a regular sem1group, K c $,

T an equivalence on ES; then a palr (K, T) is called a congruence-palr if

(i) K lS a norma l subset of S(i.e. K is the kernel of some congruence an $)

(ii) 1" 15 a normal equivalence on Es' (Le. 1" is the trace of some congruence on S)

(iii) K C ker {.;t"Lt.t cL n <1\."C6?.""CcI't.)O (where far any equivalence S on $,

s o denotes the greatest congruence on S contained in S )
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Note thet in case the; S is an inverse semigroup, this definition of

congruence-pair reduces to that given above.

With this concept we are ready for the construction af alI ccngruences

on a regular semigroup, which is completely analogue to the situation in

the inverse case.

rQ~~~~~::.~=~'(Pastij n-Petrich [ 19 ]). If (K, T ) lS a congruence-palr of the

regular semigroup S, then the relation P(K,T ) defined 0$ in

is the unique congruence p on S for which ker o::. K, tr p ::. T '

lheorem '(..3

Conversely, if p is a congruence on S then (ker o ,tr p) is a congruence pa1r

of Sand p(Ker p ,tr (j = p .

An obvious, but very useful cansequence is the following

Corollary 2.5. (Pastijn-Petrich (19]). Let (C(S),':;) be the lattìce
=============
of alI congruences and Cp(S) the set of alI congruence-pairs af a regular

semigroup S, partially ordered by: (K, T) <:.: ( K', T') iif K ~ K', T ~ T'

Then the mappings p + (ker p, tr p), (K, T ) -+ p(K, T ) are mutvally j rVAr-se

isomorphisms of the lattices C(S) and Cp(S).

The special case af arthodox semigroups 15 worthy of note, A r.egulHT

sem1group (S,.) is called orthodox ii ES forms a sub5emigroup af S.

Note that an inverse semigroup S can be characterized a s a regular semlgraup,

in which alI idempotents commute; thus every inverse semigroup is orthodnx,

TMe concept of congruence-pair reduces in this case ta a set ofaxioms

which is strongly reminiscent to the inverse case.
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that a' eaT a' f a (note that a' ea EES

Gomes (5JG811ed 8 p81r (K,"'( ) a congru€:nce-pair of the orthadox

semigroup (S,.) if

1) K satisfies: (i) ES ç K; (ii) aE K~ a'E K far some [allJ a'E V(a);

(iii) a'KaSK for a11 a ES, a' EV(a)

2)"'( satisfies: e Tf, a ES imply

for a11 a ES, a' E V(a), e E ES)

3) aeE K, a'a,e (aES, eEE
S

)--+ aEK

4)a'ea"C a'a'eaa far alI a ES, e EE
S

'

Then Gomes[ 5] showed that far any orthodox semlgroup S, if (K,T ) lS

a congruence-pair of S then P(K,T) defined by:

ap(K,T)b~3',a'EV(a), b'EV(b): aa'Tbb' aa',b'blb.'b a'a, ab'E K

:.5 a congruence on S with kernel K and trace l. Conversely, if P is a

congruence an S then (ker p, tr p) is a congruence-pair af Sand

p= p(kerp ,trp). Also, the mappingsp~(kerp,trp), (K,T )~P(K,,) are

mutually inverse lattice isomorphisms between (C(S),::) and (Cp(S), ~).

In arder to illustrate the construction af alI cangruences on a

regular semigroup 5, some speciel cases wil1 be considered. Compare also

with the explicite form af certain congruences given in section 3. below.

al K = ES' , = <

It is easily seen that (ES'c )

identity relation an S: p
(ES' <

lS a congruence-palr of S defining the
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b)K=S,T=W

It is immediate that (5 l W) 15 a congruence-pair af S defining the universaI

relation on S: p ( S, w) :: W

15 a congruence-palr af S iff tr TI E = w, 1.e.
S

iff for aH e,f E ES

EE . l t t 'xf Y EE
S

(x,YE Si).xe y S 15 equlva en o

In this case, S is orthodox (put x = e, Y = 1). Note that conversely, if S

15 orthodox then (Es' w) is not necessarily a congruence-pair. In fset,

consider 5=T2 I the semigroup af alI transformation.s on the set X = { 1,2} .

Then S is orthodox, but for x = U, e =01' f = Y = id (where 0(1) = 2, a(2) = 1;

"l(x) = 1;"2(x) = 2 for aH xE X), ,,°"1 ° id ='2EEs andao id ° id ="t ES'

Fu~thermore, if (ES'w ) is a congruence-pair th~n by 2.5.
p (ES.

w
)= 0- the least group congruence on S (since for every gro\jt:"!

cQngruence p on S, tr p =w ); it is given explicitely by

aab_ab' E ES for some (aH) b'E V(b).

Also, in this case f(ES' w) = TI, the greatest idempotent-pure congruence

on S (since for every such congruence"p. ker p= ES)'

•
d) K normal, 1: = W

(K, w) lS a congruence palr of S iff tr TIK = w, l.e. iff far al1 e,fE EK

xey EK is equiva1ent to xfy EK(x,y ESi).
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In this case, ~ lS a group congruence given by
(K ,w )

a P(K,w )b<->ab'E K for some (a11) b'E V(b),

Thus, by 2.5, the least group congruenc€ aon S lS defined by the least

norma l subset K of S satisfying the condition at the beginning of this

paragraph.

e) K = ES,t normal

(ES' T) is a congruence-pa1r of S ifft~trrc~ , Le. iff far alI e,fE ES'

e tf -? xey EES is equivalent to xfy EES (x,yE 51).

In this case, 1S an idempotent-pure congruence on 5 (since far

every such congruence ~on S, ker p = ES)' Thus by 2.5, the greatest

idempotent-pure congruence non 5 is defined by the greatest normal

equivalence ton ES satisfying the condition at the beginning of this

paragraph.

f)K=S,'=(

(S, ( ) is congruence-pan of S iff ker Xo = S (where ~t o &) ,

We shall see that this is the case iff S is a band of groups (i.e. S is

a union of groups and?!..is a congruence on S; see Petrich [21] , IV .. 1,.?).

,,
In fact, if S 1.S a band of groups, then (10 = dC and far every a ES,

a EHe for some e EES; thus a Eker-d(: ker1t°, i.e. kerOt° = S. Conversely,

suppose that ker d{.° = S. Then for every a ES there is some e EES such that

a de° e, hence adee and S is the union of the groups He (see Clifford-Preston

[1 ], 2.16). Let a1tb (a,b ES); by La11ement [9], d{.0 = ~ hence ker ~ = S

(~ the greatest idempotent-separating congruence on 5). Thus, a ~ e far
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far

the

class

some e E ES' and b ~ f far some f E ES· Consequently, a~ e and bJe f I thus

e;J:f and by Clifford-Preston[ lJ, 2.16, e = f. Henee, ape and bpe, thl5 a" b.

Since ~is a eongruenee, it follows that ae ~ be, ca ~ cb for aH cE S.

NoVI by Lallement [9] \l.:,.;;e , h ence ae:,*,-bc and ca1: cb for aH cE S.

Consequently,dtis a congruence and S is a band of groups.

In this case, p(S, (: ) = B = ~ =-X, where Bdenotes the least band

congruence on S. In fact, p (S, (: )=B since kér at° = S implies that

every a E S there lS e E ES such that a p (S, € le, thus each p(S, E:) 

is idempotent. This means, that p{S ,(: ) is a band congruence. It is

least such (by 2.5), since for every band congruence p, ker p:;: S (by 1.1.).

Furthermore, by Lallement[ g),d(0 :;: ~. Hence by hypothesis, ker ~ :;: Sand

~ = ~ by 2.5 (sinee ker a = S = ker ~ and tra = trp (5,0) = t= tr ~). But

by Howie-la11ement [B], 1.3, ~ =Jèo~(j(,;;a, so that J(=S = ~ (whieh again

implies that 6t is a congruence).

s) K narmal, 1 =E:

{K, (:) is a congruence-pa1r af S iff Kf.ker';K° - ker ~, Recall (Latorre( 10],12)

that far every regular semigroup S,

ker ~ = { a E S 13 a' E V(a): a' ea = e for ea ch idempotent e ~ aa '} .

Hence, (K,€ ) is a congruence-palr iff for every sE K there is some a' E V(a)

such that alea = e for each idempotent e ~aa'. In this case,P (K,€ ) lS an

idempotent 'separating .:ongruence.on S (since far every such congruence pon S,

tr P= €), explicitely given by

a P(K,t ) b .... aoeb and ab'E K far some (a11) b'EV(b).
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Thus by 2.5, the greatest idempotent separating congruence ~ on S ~s

defined by the greatest normal subset K of S satisfying the above candition.

3. Particular congruences

------------------------------------------------------

The knawledge af a simple, explicite farm of a particular cangruence on

a sem1group is of special impartance when applying it in certain cansideratians.

Far regular semigraups, useful descriptians of some important congruences

are known. A survey af these will be given including several different

methods of characterizatian, which ha ve been found up to now. Note that

in section 2. some particular congruences have appeared already, given

explicitely by their kernel and their trace .

a) Group congruences

Croisot '[ 210und a description of alI group congruences on an arbitrary

sem~group S by means af particular subsemigroups of S, Far every subset

H af Sand any a E S denote

a:H:{ (x,y)EsxSI xayEH)

Thearem 3,1. (Croisat [ 2 ]), Let S be a sem1group and H be a subsemigraup============
af S sueh that (i) a:H,j,1J far a11 aES, and (ii) a:H"b:H,j, Il (a,beS) .....

-;. a :H = b: H. Then the relation a .PH b ~ a: H = b: H ~s a group

congruence on S. Conversely I if P is any group congruence on S then the

identity class E af S/p is a subsemigroup of S satisfying (i), (ii) and ~ =p .
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Far regular sem~groups, numerous other characterizations of group

congruences are known. Note first that every cancellati ve congruence p on a

regular semigroup S is a group congruence, and conversely (since S/p 15 a

regular, cancellative semigroup, thus a group). Since the universal

congruence on S is cancellati ve and since the intersection af alI cancellative

congruences on S is again a cancellative congruence on S, the least group-

congruence can be described in the following way.

r~~~~~~=~=~=. (Masat [ 12] ). Let S be a regular sem~graup; then the least

group congruence o on S is given by o = pt where

a p b ~ e a e = e b e for some e EE S

and pt means the transitive closure of p.

Note. If S is a canventianal semlgroup (i.e. S is regular and a ES a' ~ES

for alI e ES, a'E V(a)) then the unpleasant transitive closure of pcan be

omitted and 0= p(Masat [12]). In particular, this is true for every

arthadox semigraup which was proved already by Meakin [14].

A more convenient description af oan a generaI regularsemigraup was

gHen by Masat[ 12] by means af the reflexive sub5emigraup af S generated

by its idempatents ES' A subset T af S is called reflexive if abE T(a,bE S)

implies baE T.

lQ~~~~~=~=~= (Masat [12]). Let S be a regular semlgroup; denate by T the

reflexive subsemigraup af S generated by ES and by Tw = {a ES l ta ET

far some t ET ~ Then the least graup congruenceo on S lS glve':l by

a ob<f-)xa, xb ETw for some xES.
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Note. If S is conventional, then TIJJ = l a ES i ea E ES far some e E ES }

(t~asat [12J ). In particular, if S is E-unitary and regular (i.e. ea,e~ES

-?- a E ES) then S is orthodox (see HO\'Jie-Lallement [8 J. 2.1) and Tw = ES'

Hence, in this case

a ab ""4 xa ,xb EES far some x ES.

An other approach to the characterization of all group congruences

on a regular semigroup S was found by Feigenbaum [4]using full and se1f-

conj ugate subsemigroups of S: a subset T of S is called full if ES S T, and

self-conjugate if a' Ta S,T far all a ES, a'E V(a). Let C denote the set of

a11 full and self-conjugate subsemigroups of Sand let U be the intersection

of a11 semigroups in C.

Theorem 3.4.------------------------ (Feigenbaum [4J). Far each H EC, the relation

a P H b.....". xa = by far some x, y E H

lS a group congruence on the regular semigroup S. The least group congruence

o on S is given by Cl::: Fu.

Defining the closure of a subset H of a regular semlgroup S as the set

Hw= /aESI h aEH far some hEH),
• •

Feigenbaum [4J showed that also far each HEC

a p H b .... ab'E Hw far some (a11) b' EV(b).

Further details far the description of OH cari be found ln Latorre [10] .
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In particu1ar, he showed that

a o b~ aub' EU far seme u EU and some (all) b' E V(b).

Now let C be the set of alI c10sed subsemigroups in C, i.e. consider

those full and self-conjugate subsemigroups Hof S such that Hw= H. Note

that a c10sed subsemigroup H af a regu1ar sem1group 1S necessarily regular.

Feigenbaum ( 4 ] proved that the mapping

R.... PR' where a PR b ~ ab' E li f or some b' E V(b) ,

is a bijektive and inc1usian preserving function of C onta the set of alI

group cangruences an S. (Far every group congruence p an S, p = DR with

R = kerp). It is easi1y seen that the intersectien U af alI semigroups H

in C is aga in closed. Consequently, we obtain that a = DO and

a O b _ab' E U for some (aH) b' E V(b).

Note. Far the much larger class of E-inversive sem1graups an explicite

description of alI graup congruences was given by Mitsch( 17]. A semigraup

S is ca11ed E-inversive if for every a ES there is some xE S such that

axE ES.This is equiva1ent to the candition that I(a) = {x ESlax, xa( cSi

far alI aE S. The characterizatian is strongly reminiscent te that given

by Feigenbaum far the regular case (see Theorem 3.4).

b) Right group congruences

A group is right- and 1eft-simple and a1so right- and left-cancellative.

Weakening these praperties ore may ask far those hamomorphic images of a
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sem~graup S which are right grau~s, i.e. which are right-simple and

1eft-cance11ative (far severa1 equiva1ent definitions see C1ifford-

Preston [1]).

A descriptian of alI right-group congruences on an arbitrary semigraup S

was given by Massant [13] by means af graup-cangruences and 1eft-zero

congruences on S.Numerbus characterizatians of group congruences were

given in a). Concerning right-zera cangruences p(i.e. $uch that S/p

is a right-zero semigraup: xy = y ~x,y ES/~ ) a description far arbitrary

semigroups S can be found in Petrich[ 22] , III. 1~

Let LS be the set of alI 1eft ideals L~ S of S such that ab EL imp1ies

b EL(a,b ES); denoting by Lx the least 1eft ideaI of S in LS cantaining

x ES, the fo11owing characterizatian af right-zero· cangruences on S ho1ds:

Let S be a semigroup and ~+-As:LS; then the re1ation

a PA b .... for every LEA either a,b E L or a,b ~L

1S a right-zero congruence on S. The least right-zero congruenca ~ on S

or equiva1ent1y by a'; b ~ La = Lb .

•

Thearem 3.5.------------------------ (Massat [ 13 ). Let S be a sem~group; then a congruence p on S,

whith is not a group- nor a right-zero congruence, is a right-group congruence

ifi is the intersection af a non-trivia1 group congruence on Sand a

right-zero congruence on S.

Since on regu1ar semlgroup S the 1east group congruence exists (see

a) above) we abtain the fo11owing
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f9!911~!Y__~~~, Let S be a regular sem1graup; then the least right-graup
--------------
congruence on 5 is given by

a "
b....,. L

a
= L

b
and xa = by far some x,yE U I

where U is the intersection of alI full and self-conjugate subsemigroups of S.

For the special case that S is regular with ES a rectangular band (i.e.

e f e = e far alI e, f E ES)' Massat ~2 ] gave the following description of

the least right-group congruence on S:

a p b.+-J> ea = eb for alI e EES '

Conversely, he showed that if the congruence p so defined on a regular

semigroup S is a right-group congruence on S then ES is a rectangular band.

c) The least 1nverse congruence

Reducing the condition that the homomorphic image of S has to be a group

one can ask for those congruences P on S, for which S/p lS an 1nverse

semlgroup. In the generaI case, there is no description of such congruences

similar to the group case. Even the characterization of the least inverse

congruence Y is not very satisfactory. It is based on the fact that a regular

semigroup S is inverse iff the idempotents of S commute (see Petrich [22J ).

Ib~Q~~~_~~Z~ (Hall [6 ]). Let S be a regular semlgroup; then the least------------
lnverse congruence Yon S is given by Y = p*, where

a p b +-+ a = ef, b = fe far e, f E ES

and p * denotes the congruence on S generated by p .
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In the particular case that S lS orthodox,Hall [ 6Jgave the following

expIicite description of V: a Y b+-'V(a)=V(b).

Also, he showed conversely that if for a regular semlgroup S, Y ~s an

lnverse congruence on S then S is orthodox.

Using the concept of congruence palr G.Gomes (R-unipotent congruences

on regular sem~graups, Semigroup Forum 31 (1985), 265-280) found a

descriptian af alI inverse congruences or. an arbitrary regular

semigroup S. 5he called a pair (K,1 ) an inverse congruence pair of S if

a) K satisfies: (i) K is a regular subsemigroup of S; (ii) ES c K;

(iii) a'Ka G K far all a ES, a'E V(a);

b) , is a congruence on <ES> I the subsemigroup of S generateo L/y F{. ,,
such that (i) (ES>/ \ is a semilattice, (ii) x TY, x,y E ([5>-:'"

-> s' xa t a' ya, whenever a1xa a ' ya E <ES> far aE S, a'E V(a);,

cl (i) ax E K, a'a , x (a ES, a'E V(a) , x E<E
S

> -t aEK

(ii) abE K(a,bE S)4 axbE K far aH x E <ES>

(iii) axa' t aa' x, whenever axa ' E <ES> far a~ S, a' E V(a); ;< l". <;:-;.>

GiI,(;!n such an inverse congruence pa~r the unlque lnverse congruence on S,

whase kernel is K and whose restriction to <ES> is 1 , lS given by

a P(K,,)b~3a'EV(a), b'E V(b):aa', bb', a'béK.

Conversely, if p is an inverse congruence on 5 then (kerp ,1 ) with 1=P[< Es>

lS an lnverse congruenc~ palr of Sand P(kerp , .r)= p.-

Remark. As a consequence) the particular case of group congruencp.s on a

generaI regularsemigroup S now can be described in the following way

(G. Gomes, Ioc.cit.):
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If KSo S satisfies (8) abave and (d) axE K(aE S, x E<ES» 4- a EK, then

the relatian

a PKb" 3b' EV(b) 5ueh that ab' E K

~s a graup cangruence on S with kernel K. Canversely, if p lS a group

congruence an S then ker p satisfies (a) and (d) abave and p kerp =p

d) The least semilattice af groups congruence

A semilattice of groups (or: Clifford semigroup) can be defined as

a reguiar semigraup with centraI idempotents (i.e. ea = ae far every

a E Sand every e EES)' Thus, such a sem1group lS a speciai inverse

semigroup and also a particular union of groups (see Clifford-Preston l: 1) ).

An explicite farm of the least congruence p on a regular semigroup S

such that SI p is a semilattice af groups was found by Letarre [ 111

It is a cheracterization by means of the 1eest group congruence r:J on S

(see Theorem 3.4 abave) end the Ieast semilattice congruence n on S

(see paragraph f) be1ow).

Ib~gr~~_~~§~ (Latorre [llj), Let S be e regu1ar sem1group; then the------------
leest semilattice of groups can9rue~ce on S lS 91ven by

•
a vb + a n band xa = by for some x,yE Un(an ),

where U is the intersection of al1 full end self-conjugate subsemigroups

ofS.

In the particular case that S 15 orthodox, J. MilIs [ 16] showed that

a v bf-;. e n band eee = ebe far some eE Esf\(an ).
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Latorre [11 )described v an an orthodox sem~group S ln a slightly different

a vbHa nb and ea = bf far some e,f EEsn(a n).

e) Orthadax congruences

An inverse congruence p on a regular semlgroup S yields a (regular) homo

morphic image $/ p, in which the idempotents commute .. Generalizing, ane

may ask far those congruences p on $, far which the idempotents af S/ p

farm a subsemigraup, only. Games [ 5) gave a description of ·a11 these

orthodax congruences by means af so cal1ed orthadox congruence-pa~rs)

specializing the genera l concept af congruence-palr on a regular semigroups

defined by Pastijn-Petrich [18 J (see section 2, above)

Q~f!f]~~~Qf] (Gomes [ 5 ] ). Let S be a regular semlgraup.----------

1) A subset K af S is said ta be a norma l subsemigroup af $ if K is a

regular subsemigraup af S such that ES s:K and aKa t c K far every a E $, a' EV (a) .

2) A congruence E; an <ES >, the subsemigroup af S generated by ES' is ca11ed

normal if x [,y ~ alxa [, alya far a11 sE S, a' EV(a), whenever

a' xa, al yaE <ES> .

3) The restriction of a congruence p on S to < ES > ~s called the hypertrace
,

(core) of p , denoted by htr p .

Those congruence-pa~rs, which yield a11 the orthadox congruences on a

regular semigraup, are characterized abstractly in the following
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~;~~Q~~~~Q (Games [ 5)), Let S be a regular semigroups, K a normal subsemi

group af S and ~ a normal cangruence on <ES > such that <ES> / ~ is a band.

Then the pair (K, ~ ) is called an arthodox congruence-pa1r af S if far

a11 a,bES, a' EV(a), xE'E
S

> and tE ES'

(i) xa EK, xt:aa'~aEK

(ii) ab EK, a'al;bb' a'a~axbEK

(iii) aEK, aa' t:f-']J>fxf ~ fa'xaf, whenever fa'xafE<ES>'

Theorem 3.9=========== (Gomes [ 5 ]). Let S be a regular seffilgroup. If (K, l; ) 1S an

orthodax cangruence-pair of S then the relation

a p )b~aa'< bb'aa', b'b<b'ba'a, ab'EK far some (alI)(K,I; S S

a' E V(a), b'E V(b)

15 an arthadox congruence on S such that ker p (K, t:) = K, htr p (K, t;: )= t;: ,

Conversely, ifp J.s an orthodox congruence on S, then (ker D, htr p)is an

orthodox cangruence-pair af Sand çJ(ker çJ htr çJ) = D .

Furthermore, the mappings p-.(kerp , htrp), (K, 1;) ~P(K,I; ) are mutually

inverse order-preserving between the lattice af alI orthodox congruenr.es

on Sand the set af all arthodax congruence-pairs of S partially ordered ty

(K, 1;) S (K', 1;') iff K<;'K', I;~ 1;'.

Remark 1. For the special case that S is orthodox itself, this result

yields a description af all congruences on S (see section 2. above).

2. The least orthodox congruence ~ on a regular semigroup S can

"be descripted also in the following evident way: À = P , where

a F b - a = ef, b = efef for e, f E ES .
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f) Semilattice congruences

A semilattice is defined as a commutative and idempotentsemigraup, i.e.

as a specia1 band. Band congruences on a semigroup S are of particu1ar

interest, be cause alI the congruence classes farm subsemigroups of S.

Far generaI semigraups a constructian of alI band congruences lS known, as

are descriptions of alI rectangu1ar band congruences and of alI (right,left)

normal band congruences (see Petrich[ 22], III, IV). The 1east band

congruences on a regular semigroup 5atisfies

are Greens's relations (see Hawie-La11ement [B. J).

For the important special case af semilattice congruences, the construction

found by Pe tr ich [ 2 O] for arbitrary semigroups will be given now. Recall
•

that a filter F of a semigroup S is a subsemigroup of S such that abE F implies

that a,b EF. Note that ~ t FSS is a filter of S iff l : S,",F is empty or

a complete1y prime ideal of S (Le. an ideal I of S such that ab El implies

that a El or bEl) .Oenote by" the set of alI filters of Sand F
x

the least

filter of S containing x ES.

Theorem 3.10------------------------ (Petrich [20]) Let S be a sem'group and A s"f be a set of

filters of S. Then the relatian

aDA b ~ far every FEA either a,bE F or a,b iF

15 a semilattice congruence on S. Conversely, for every such congruencep
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on S there is some A c l' such that p = PA'

on S is given by T"FP or eQuivalently by,,'
The least semilattice congruence n

an b ........ F ::F ~for every filter F:a E F iff bE F.
a b

Far regular semigroups S, n can be described by means of Grèen l s relation

J) orJ on S (where JJ =:io(j( andJis defined by : aJ b iff SaS = SbS):

Theorem 3.11 (Howie-Lallement [ 8] Let S b e a regular semigroup. Then the
======== =====

least semilattice congruence 11 on S 15 glven by n =~* =.d* (wherecZl* denotes

the congruence on S generated by dlJ ) .

9) The greatest idempotent-pure congruence

A congruence p on a semlgroup S 15 called idempotent-pure (also: idempotent-

determined) if

1.e. each p-class containing an idempotent consists entirely of idempotents.

Evidently, the identity relation on S is an idempotent-pure cangruence. Far

genera l semigraups, the greatest such cangruence can be described in the

following way.

Theorem 3.12.--------------------------
(Theissier [24 ]). If S 1S a sem1graup, then the relation

a TI b ~ xayE ES if and only if xbYE

15 the greatest idempotent-pure congruence on S.
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h) Idempatent-separating cangruences

In a certa in sense apposite to the idempotent-pure congruences are those

congruences p for which each congruences class contains at most ane

idempotent, i.e.

e p f, e, f E Eç -+ e = f.

Clearly, the identity relatian on S is always idempotent-separating. It

was noted by Lallemenet [9] that far a regular semigroup every such

congruence is contained in Green's relation de.

Theorem 3.13.--------------------------
(Lallement [9] ) Let S be a regular semlgroup. Then a

congrue'nce p on S is idempotent-separating iff p ~:k:. Thus, the greatest

idempotent-separating congruence on S is given by ~=dt° (the greatest

congruence contained in1.- ), i. e.

Note that the hypothesis of the regularity of S cannot be removed:

if S = {D,a} is the two-element zero semigroup (a 2
= aD. = Da = 00 = O) then

~= c., the identity relation, and ~ = w, the universal relation, hence

Another characterìzation of ~ on a regular semlgroup was glven by Hall [7J

and Meakin [15] , independently:
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Theorem 3.14.------------------------
(Hall [7] ) Let S be a regular semlgroup; then

ap.b#3 a' E V(a),b' EV(b):aa'=bb', a'a=b'b, a'e-a=b'eb for each idempotent esaa'.

For the special case that S is orthodox, Meakin (15) found the following

description of p.:

a~b .... ::1 a'EV(a), b'EV(b): a'ea=b'eb, aea'=beb' for ali eEE
S

"

Note. For the much larger class of eventually regular sem1groups an

explicite description ofp-was found by Edwards [3} . A semigraup S is called

eventually regular if for every a ES there is some positive integer n such

that an ES is regular. The greatest idempotent-separating congruence on

such a semigroup is given by

a IJ b~ if x ES is regular then each af xctxa, x(j., xb implis xaetxb,

and each of x'lax, xl bx implies ax (L bx.

It 1S noted also, that the hypothesis on S to be eventually regular cannot

be removed. An example of a semigroup 1S given for which the greatest

idempotent-separating congruence ;s different from IJ described above (see

Edwards [ 3], Ex" 3)"

Remark. There 1S stilI another approach af characterizing particular

congruences on a regular semigroup S. Since every congruence on S is

uniquely determined by its kernel and trace, one can define the following

equivalence relations on the lattice C{S) of alI congruences on S:

P KT ~ kerp = kerT .; p TT ... trp - trT
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Then each K-class and each T-class is an interval in (C(S) ,i: ), Using

these two relations, P. Alimpié-D.Krgavié(Some congruences on regular

semigraups, Proceedings Oberwolfach 1986, Lect. Notes Math. 1320(1988), 1-10)

gave an alternative descriptian of some special cangruences; far example:

(i) the least band of groups congruence on S 1S the least element af the

T-class containing 8;

(ii) the least semilattice of groups congruence on S 1S the least element

of the T-class af n ;

(iii) the least E-unitary congruence on S 1S the least element af the

K-class cantaining a.
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